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James J. Lynch, Chairman. Im Salic University Board oj Trustees, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL (Pomp and Circumstance)* EDWARD ELGAR
Inwx \no\ r Jennifer Ann Rauscher
NATIONAL ANTHEM FRANt B 5
INTRODI (HON 01 STUDEN1 SPEAKER Joseph J Cicala. PhD.
Students
a Graduate Speaks Benjamin Robert Roschan
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES Brother Michael J McGinniss, I -
/'/< suit III
PRES1 NTAT10N 01 LlNDBACK AWARD Richard A Nigra, PhD
Provost
i The ( 'hristian K and Man F. Lindbat k Award is presented for Distinguished Teat king)
PRESEN1 O10N OF CANDIDATES Richard A Nigra, Ph.D.
Provost
GRADI 01 UNDI RGRADI 01
Dot tor oj Psyt hology in I link al Psychology Bachelor oj s, iem <• in Nursing
Thomas A. Keagy, Ph.D. Bachelor oj s. tern e in Nutrition
Dean. School ot Arts and Sciences Bachelor oi St n n> t
Master ofScience in Nursing Zanc Robinson Wolf, Ph.D.. R.N., I \ \\
Master at Si ience in Speech-Language Pathology Dean. School of Nursing and Health Sciences
Zane Robinson Wolf, Ph D..R.N..1 \ \ N
Dean School ol Nursing and Health Sciences Bachelor ofScience in Busint is \dministration
Master ofBusiness Administration
,
'-lul R Brazina.M.B \ .( I' \ < M \
Paul R Brazina M.B \ < P \ CM. A. Ix"-m v1umI "• Business
Dean. School ol Business Bachelor ofSocial Work
Mastei t>i St iem < in ( omputei Information St iem <• Ha, helor oj St / n< >
Mastei "I Sc iem < in Information Tet hnology Leadership Bacheloi oj \//>
Master oj \rts in Professional Communication rhomasA Keagy, Ph.D
Mastei <>l Aiis hi ( imini and Eastern I uropean Studies Dean. School ol \its and Sciences
Mastei "I \n\ in (linn al Psyt hology
\\M<. 1,11, III \ll\
\la\lfi i>l \lt\ III ( lllll, til ( ,nill\, llll^ t\\, ln>l<n:\ ., . ...
Ihoiiias \ Keagy, Ph D
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, ,, ,. , Dean SJiool ol \its .md S,. icikcs
Mastei ofArts m liiliininal/linnlimal Studies
Hastt i ofArts m Theology and Ministry
Mastei <>i \ns in History
rhomai \ Keagy, Ph D
I lean S< hool ol \ns and S< iences
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSI Brother Michael J McGinnisi i S
am mni INDW now Michael i Dtcckxo
REMARKS Brotha Michael i McGinniaa i S
RytAj lan.ml
Al MA MAT! k
Km i SSIONAI i Rumpel Vbluntar)
|
Musicians Croastown Brass Quintet vocalists Christopher M Andrews rhomas Anthony PUck,
Sabrina Renee Wilhelra Julie Hlaii
1
until iii.- v .i.i."». Pro
tentative il '
The Star Spangled Banner
Oil. say. can you see.
By the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars.
Thro' the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we watched.
Were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets' red glare.
The bombs bursting in air.
Gave proof through the night
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say. does that star-spangled
Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free
And the home of the brave?
— Francis Scott Key
. (////a . Ifa/cr
Glory La Salle
Above Explorers valiant,
Here under thine eyes,
Thy blue and gold banners
Unfurl 'neath the skies!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
Thy sons and daughters standing
Await thy command.
Thou fortress of faith
In our God and our land!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory.
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
— Daniel J. Rodden
r
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I imothv I. O'Toole. Ksq.. ( B.K.. '77
Dot tor ni Humane Letters
Presented b\
Brother Geraid Molyneaux, F.S.C , Ph D 58
Professor, ( ommunication
Timoth) I O'Toole. Esq., C.B.E., '77. became Managing Director oi London Underground Ltd., the oldest metropolitan railwav m the
world, in 2(X)3 He was recognized as an honorar) Commander ol the Most Excellent Order ol the British Empire (C K E i bv Queen
hli/abeth II lor his leadership in coordinating the evacuation ol passengers and station stall in the aftermath ot terrorist attacks on 1 OOdon'f
"lube" public transit system in Jul) 2005
O'Toole graduated maxima cum laudc from la Salle I niversit) in l u 77. earning his degree in English literature He went on to earn a law
degree trom the Lniversitv of Pittsburgh School ol Law in 1980.
Prior to his work in London. O'Toole held several management positions at Consolidated Kail Corporation iConraili in Philadelphia He
began as a corporate and commercial alloincv lot Conrail in 1980. In 2001. he retired as the corporation's President and ( I
Officer attei Conrad's sale.
Alter lea\mg Conrail. O'Toole assumed leadership positions in two nonprofit organi/alions in which he had been active tor main \ears
He served as Chairman ,,| the s2 million Capital Campaign foi the Support Centei fol Child Advocates, a pro-booo effort that represents
abused children m the courts, and as Finance Chan man foi the Metropolitan Area i MCA ot Philadelphia
O'Toole was recruited in 2(XH to lead the operation and rehabilitation ot the London Underground, which is responsible tot transporting
3 million passengers daily. In his second vear on the job. the lube set an all tune record toi passcngei and service volume and |x>sted the
highest-cver passenget satisfaction scores
0' [bole and ins wife, Patricia, have two children. Charlie and Elizabeth
ftuiif/ie I Mis Churchill
/><«( ini of Human* I < //< i \
Presented b)
Cornelia \ rsakiridou, Ph D
\ssociate Professor, Philosophy and Director, Diplomat in Residena I
Aftei 4o yean ai the World Kffairs ( bum il ol Philadelphia and 2 ; years as us President, Buntzie Ellis Churchill will leave the organiza-
tion in June 2oo<> Pnoi to hei election as President in 198 ; < hurchill seiveii as the Council's Directoi ol Student and less I
Program Director, and l ucutive Directoi
\ 1961 graduate ol the i niversit) ol Pennsylvania with a degree in political science and international relations, Churchill is active in numa
ous local and national 01 gall I /at ions She is a iiicinbci ol the ( ouik il on I oieign Relations in New V>ik a lYuStee -•! Drcxcl I niveisiu
and mernbei ol the \iivis.uv ( nittee foi the i niversit) ol Pennsylvania Centei fa Bioethics I a 10 years, she wai I
\M I n i \i interviewing experts on international issues
i ndei ( hurchill i leadership the t mux d has tripled n> budget, doubled us membership, increased oontributioni from both memben and
cwporalioni and created an endowmeni It is considered one of the top lOpublic ih.Ikv forums in the I nited Stales
Specificall) the World Vffairs Council is a 1,500-rnember nonprofit non partisan organization dedicated to informing citirrns on nation
a) and international political ecom c, andsecurit) issues It provides education discourse indinformatii
i and has broughl a numbei ol high profile speaken to Philadelphia inc luding Presideni Bt
Rathet and law k Welch
in hon i< hurchill ervicc lhe( aim il will establish rhe < hurchill I arum, a program thai will im ludc an annual in •••
luring world-renowned leada an extension of the use of technology and new media in delivering the Council'* pi
eiue and I le.nleislnp project l"i audenls with S |v. i.il emphasis on high School gills
t hun lull ha two adull i hlldren I n> and I va
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Chanelle Titt'ani Bishop
H.S.. Saint Joseph's University, 2000. Psychology
M.S., Si. Joseph's University. 2001. Experimental Health Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University. 200.1 Clinical Psychology
Bishop is eurrcntlv completing her clinical internship at Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC) in pediatric and child
clinical psychology She pros ides assessment, consultation, and treatment among a pediatric population using cognitive behavioral treatments.
Specifically, she is gaining specialized training in pain intervention and in-patient consultation/liaison, in addition to behavioral pediatrics
and child clinical experiences. Bishop's research interests and involvement at CCHMC include working with children and their families
coping with medical illness with a specific interest in pain management and prevalent medical conditions among ethnic minority populations
(i.e.. pediatric sickle cell disease, obesity). She has presented at national psychology conferences and will be presenting at the upcoming
Child Mental Health Conference. National Conference on Child Health Psychology, and the 29th annual meeting of the National Sickle
Cell Disease Program in 2006. Bishop's Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Erin O'Hea. Ph.D.. is entitled. "Somatic Complaints in Adolescents:
The Role of Parental Involvement and Delinquency." She is looking forward to continuing a career in pediatric psychology.
Mary Grace Brownsberger
B.A.. Marytnottnt University 1999. Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Clinical Psychology
Brownsberger is currently completing her clinical internship at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City. She provides rehabilitation
and neuropsychological assessment and treatment to adult survivors of spinal cord injury, brain injury, and other complex medical conditions
in both in-patient and out-patient hospital settings. Brownsberger has presented at two national psychology conferences in 2003 and 2006.
She currently sits on the Executive Board of the Rehabilitation Psychology Division of the American Psychological Association as Student
Representative. She has been listed in Who's Who ofAmerican Women since 1998 and is a member of the Psi Chi and Delta Epsilon Sigma
honor societies. She was a recipient of the Bob Eigenbrode Memorial Education Award from the Pennsylvania Psychological Association
in 2003 and the National Psychologist Trainee Register Award from the National Register of Health Services Providers in Psychology in
2005. Her Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Kevin Riley. Ph.D.. is entitled. "Community Integration Outcomes in Physical Rehabilitation:
An Exploratory Meta-Analysis."
Victoria Suzanne Clark
B.A.. Swarthmore College. 1977. Psychology
M.A.. University o/ Connecticut, I9S2. Human Development and Family Relations
Clark is currently completing her clinical internship at Foundations Behavioral Health in Doylestown. Pa. She provides individual, group,
and family therapy and assessment services to children and adolescents on in-patient and out-patient units, as well as professional
consultation to direct service staff. She presented the results of her dissertation research at the American Psychological Association
Convention in August 2005. Her Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Frank Gardner, Ph.D., is entitled. "Early Maladaptive Schemas and
Adult Attachment Classification: An Integration of Cognitive and Attachment Theories."
Denise Jacqueline Frost
B.A., Pennsylvania State University. 1973. Social Science
M.A.. Montclair Stale College. 197S. Educational Psychology
M.Ed.. Temple University 1985, School Psychology
Frost is currenth completing her clinical internship at Seton Hall University in South Orange. N.J. She provides psychological treatment
and assessment to young adults, as well as workshops, program development, and outreach in the college community. She is a nationally
certified School Psychologist and a licensed Psychologist in the state of Pennsylvania. Her Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Cynthia Turk,
Ph.D.. is entitled. "Worry and Inattention as Predictors of Test Anxiety and Standardized Test Performance in Junior High and High School
.Students."
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Brian V (iallagher
H \ . La Salle University, 1997, Psychology and Spanish
\l I 1m Salle I 'niversity, 2004, Clinical Psychology
Gallagher is currently completing his clinical internship at Trinuas Hospital in Elizabeth. NJ He provides psychological treatment and
assessment to children, adolescents, and adults and conducts educational workshops, program development, and outreach in local schools
and businesses He has presented his research at various national psycholog) conferences and most recenth presented his dissertation at
a symposium during the American Psychological Association convention in August 2005 His Cluneal Dissertation, chaired bv Frank
Gardner, Ph.D., is entitled. "An Examination ot the Relationship between Earl) Maladaptive Schemas and Response to Athletic Injury"
Stephen J. Ilaran
H.A.. City University ofNen York. 1997, Psychology
U \ . John Jay College oj Criminal Justice, 1999, Forensu Psyt I
Haran developed and taught La Salle's first-ever offering ol Introduction to Forensic Psycholog) In addition to his doctoral work, he
spearheaded the development ofTrinitas Hospital's Juvenile Sexual otieiulei Program, a national!) recognized, communit) -based treatment
program lor adolescent sexual abusers He has presented the program at main local and national conferences Hi- Clinkal Dissertation,
chaned bv Brother Joseph Burke, IS ('.. Ph.D . is entitled. "A Predictive Validit) Stud) ol the Juvenile Risk Assessment Scale,'' and has
tremendous implications due to the fad thai the instrument ma) be used to determine level ol risk and communit) notification toi adolescent
sexual offenders in New Jerse) \t present, he is completing his internship at Westchester Jewish Communit) Services in White Plains. \ n
I lv--a Mi III KllshiUT
H I Yeshiva I niversity, 2000, Psychology
U | La Sail* I niversity 2004, Clinical Psychology
Kushner is current!) completing hei clinical internship at Montefiore Medical Center, the Hospital ol \lbcn Einstein Colic.,
in the Bronx, n s Hei Clinical Dissertation, chaired bv Cynthia link. Ph l) . is entitled. "Focusing .is heat mem Intervention foi
Generalized Anxiet) Disordei " she has given multiple research presentations at a national conference and spoken to audiences about
eating disorders ami smoking cessation Hei research and clinical interests are in the treatmenl ol anxiet) disorders, and she will pursue
tins woik in the future
Hani Menago
n\ Lode Haven University 1985 Special Education
\l \ l.i \,ill, l niversity 1994 Hit
Menago completed hei clinical internship ai the Devereux Foundation in Philadelphia she pi ovule- psychol
i noes i "i children and adolescents with educational, emotional, and behavioral disorder* siv is also responsible feu ihe
development and presentation ol workshops and in service courses foi the Pennsylvania Departmeni ol l ducation and
Universit) Her Clinical Dissertation chaired by Frank Gardnei Ph.D is entitled "Understandii I Murders in the
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Casey O'Donnell
B.A., Lafayette College, 1994. English
M.A.. Li Salle University. 2002. Clinical Psychology
O'Donnell is currently completing his clinical internship at the Fifth Avenue Center for Counseling and Psychotherapy in New York City.
He has multiple publications in the area of trauma and treatment for trauma-related stress disorders. Most recently, he contributed a
book chapter on Cognitive Behavioral Treatment for Post-traumatic Stress Disorder and Substance Abuse Disorders. His Clinical Dissertation,
chaired by Kevin Riley, Ph.D.. is entitled. "Effects of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder, Alcohol Use, and Depression on Relationship
Aggression in World War II Former Prisoners of War."
Eugene Joseph Paciarelli Jr.
B.A., Loyola College in Mankind. 1999. Psychology and Philosophy
M.S.. Loyola College m Maryland. 2001. Clinical Psychology
Paciarelli is currently completing his clinical internship at Spring Grove Hospital Center in Baltimore, Md. He provides psychological
treatment and evaluation services for court-mandated forensic in-patients. His Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Kevin Riley, Ph.D., is
entitled. "Predicting the Length of In-patient Hospitalization: Critical Cognitive, Functional, and Illness Variables." His interests include
national security and defense, forensic psychology, clinical hypnosis, and foreign languages.
Jeffrey Lewis Palmer
B.S., Lafayette College. 1999. Psychology
M.A.. John Jay College of Criminal Justice. 2000. Forensic Psychology
Palmer is currently completing his clinical internship at Saint Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, D.C. He provides individual and group
psj etiological treatment and assessment to adults on both pre-trial and post-trial forensic units. His Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Frank
Gardner, Ph.D., is entitled. "Experiential Avoidance in Adolescent Sexual Offenders: A Preliminary Study."
Jonathan A. Roberds
B.A., Muhlenberg College. 1995. Psychology
M.A.. lmmaculata University. 1997. Counseling Psychology
Roberds is currently completing his post-doctoral fellowship at Edison Court in Doylcstown. Pa. He provides psychological treatment and
assessment to adolescents within an inpatient treatment facility, as well as workshops and program development. Roberds has presented at
a national psychology conference and will be presenting at the upcoming American Psychological Association Convention in August 2006.
His Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Sharon Armstrong. Ph.D., is entitled. "The Effect of Interactive Metronome Training on Children
with ADHD."
Francis A. Ronkowski
B.A.. La Salle College. 1970. Psychology
M.A.. Im Salle University. 1992. Marriage and Family Therapy
Ronkowski is currently completing a post-doctoral fellowship at the University's Community Center for Counseling and Psychological
Services, providing a range of services to two of the clinic's specialized populations: individuals with anger regulation difficulties and
developmentally disabled individuals with psychosexual difficulties. His experiences of working for 31 years as a supervising probation
officer in the Philadelphia court system and as a licensed marriage and family therapist have informed his dissertation and further research
interests in domestic violence and its relationship to emotion regulation and family processes. His Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Pamela
Alexander. Ph.D.. is entitled. "Do Batterer Subtypes' Perceptions of Procedural Justice Predict Readiness to Change?"
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Andrew P. Santanellu
H \ Manhattan ( oltt ?< 2001, Psychology and Religious Studies
U 1, Im Sulk- I 'niversity. 2003, Clinical Psychology
Santanellu is currentl) completing his clinical internship in the Veterans' Affairs Maryland Health Care System. He provides group and
individual psychological treatment, as well as assessment services to veterans In addition to his clinical responsibilities, he is currentl)
priman investigator ol an investigation ot the role ol experiential avoidance in the relationship between anger and post-traumatic symptom
sevenlv in a sample ol veterans receiving out-patient treatment tor Post Traumatic Stress Disorder He is also an ad hoc reviewer tor the
Journal of Traumatic Stress His Clinical Dissertation, chaired hv [rank Gardner, Ph.D., is entitled. "Are There Empirical]) Supported
Treatments for Anger? A Qualitative Review of the Efficacj of Interventions lor Anger in Out-patient Populations."
Jaime Shannon Spiiu-ll
H.\ . Ohio State I niversity. 1999, Psychology
\l \ Im Salle I niversity. 2<x>.<. Clinical Psychology
Spinel] is currentl) completing her pre-doctoral clinical internship at North Shore Long Island Jewish Medical Hospital in Glen Oaks.
N V She prov ides psychological treatment to adult and geriatric populations in both in-patient and out-patient settings She has presented
at national psycholog) conferences in the areas ol clinical psychology and clinical health psychology She is current!) involved in a
research project assessing doctors' knowledge ol and practice with postpartum depression Spinell's Clinical Dissertation, chaired hv
Frank Gardner, Ph D . is entitled. "Experiential Avoidance. Psychological Distress, and Health-Related Qualit) ot I ife in Predicting
Appointment Follow-upol Individuals Who Test Positive toi l.ve Disease
Krisliiit- \ viiiiiu Siidnl
H s Bloomsburg I niversity 1998 /'*
US VUlanova University. 2000, Counseling Psy
Sudol is currentl) completing hei clinical internship at the Coatesville Veterans' Vdministration Medical Center in Coatesvilh I
provides psychological treatmenl and assessment, including individual and group psychotherapy, diagnostic evaluations pe
Workshops and skills training, and program development Currently, she is focusing hei efforts on the recover) model loi the -.
mentall) ill. including the implementation ol psychosocial rehabilitation principles within the sMl population at the n
( linical Dissertation, chaired in l lien Halpern, Ph D is entitled. Hie Relationship ot \ttachmeni stvle Sex Role Orientation, and
Depressive Symptomatolog)
I 111(1. 1 Sill Il.l».lk
H \ I •
iraweek completed hei i litem ship at the Hospn.il of the I niveisitv of Pennsylvania in N<
w illi an in patient inedk al pvipnlali.ui and iiu hided cvpciiciii C in I
participating in research related t" neuropsychological outcomes "t treatments fcx medical condition* includinj
diseases She is in tin- process "I Writing a Section loi a mediial leXtDOOk that will ad.!'.
stimulation t"i patients with Parkinson i disease Hei ( linical Dissertation chaired hv i lien Ha
Spanish lianslaled \eisi. I tbt Penn Intel. u live I'eei Plav Scak
presented hei Hndings u ., posiei session ai \^.n\ Sun - Nal
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Amy Parkinson Wells
B.S., University ofVermont, 1987, Professional Nursing
M.A.. La Salic University. 2003, Clinical Psychology
Wells is currently completing her clinical internship at Temple-Episcopal Hospital in Philadelphia. She provides psychological assessment
and treatment to dualh diagnosed psychiatric in-patients. Ongoing research includes substance abuse, malingering, and the connection
between depression and heart disease. She presented at the American Psychological Association convention in August 2005 and will be
presenting at the annual conventions of the College on Problems of Drug Dependence and the Pennsylvania Psychological Association
in June 2006 Her Clinical Dissertation, chaired by Kevin Riley. Ph.D.. is entitled. "Malingering Detection in Psychiatric In-patients: An
Exploratory Study."
Kathryn Werner
B.S., Albright College. 2000. Psychobiology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2003. Clinical Psychology
Werner is currently completing her clinical internship at Woodhull Medical and Mental Health Hospital in Brooklyn. NY. She provides
psychological treatment and assessment to children, adolescents, and adults as part of her year-long major rotation in the Out-patient
Department. She has completed her minor rotation as part of the Mobile Crisis Team, and her current minor rotation is in the AIDS
Treatment Center, where she provides individual and group therapy to people with HIV and AIDS. Her Clinical Dissertation, chaired by
Cynthia Turk, Ph.D.. is entitled, "Social Anxiety Disorder: Competition and Comparison within the Social Environment." She is looking
forward to continuing a career in clinical psychology working with adults in an out-patient setting.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Mary Elizabeth Amato-Williams. B.S.. Seton Hall University. 2003. Nursing
James Roy Ballinghoff. B.S.N. . La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Marilyn Ann Bergner. B.S., St. Joseph's University; 1979. Psychology
Takiya M. Boyd, B.S., Thomas Jefferson I 'nivcrsitv, 2002. Nursing
Dana L. Buonacuore. B.S.N.. La Salic University 2000. Nursing
Gloria L. Callan. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Brad E. Church. B.S.N. . John Hopkins University. 1999. Nursing
Opal Marine DeLisser. B.S.N. . La Salle University. 1996. Nursing
Trisha Brown Dougherty. B.S.N.. University of Pittsburgh, 1998. Nursing
George Joseph Dugan. B.S.. University ofSt. Francis, 2001, Health Arts
Lori Dwyer, B.S.N., La Salle University. 2004. Nursing
Denise Ferris. B.S.N.. College Misericordia, 1990, Nursing
Mary DeSales Foster. B.S.. West Chester University, 2000, Nursing
Carissa Fuller, B.S., Widener University, 1997. Nursing
Catherine Christina Gettis. B.S.N.. Ui Salle University. 2000. Nursing
Susan Eileen Glenn B.S., Villanova University, 1987, Nursing
Daisy Gonzalez, B.S.N., La Salle University. 2000. Nursing
Eileen Kelly Greco. B.S.. La Salle University 2002. Nursing
Amanda K. Hansel). B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 1998. Nursing
Roslyn Yvonne Heyward. B..S'.. Villanova University. 1987. Nursing
Patricia M. Holderbach. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2001. Nursing
Geraldine Ann Irish. B. S.. Millersville State College. 1980. Education
Rosemary Jones Kates. U.S.. The College of New Jersey. 1982. Nursing
Liana Belle Kelly. B.S.. University ofMaine, 1995. Nursing
Michael D. Kelly. B.S.N. La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Kelly Aileen Lafferty. B.S.N., La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Taiten L. Lehman. B.S.N.. Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 1999, Nursing
Cynthia M. Merkling. B.S.N. . La Salle University. 2004. Nursing
MASTER OF St II M I l\ MRSING (Continued)
Julie Naian/on. B.S.N., Excelsior College, 1997, Nursing
Maureen hli/abeth Lloyd Nolan. B.S.N., La Salle University, 2003, Nursing
Heather Peintsch. US. East Stroudsburg University, 1W7. Nursing
Jennifer Ruhl. B.S.N., Immaculata University, 2000. Nursing
Dawn Mane Schaettcr. B.S.N., Kutztown University, 1994, Nursing
Jennifer Sue Strickland. B.S., Widener University, 1995, Nursing
Tara Lynn Sturyis. B.S.N., Last Stroudsburg University, 20(H). Nursing
Kr/wtn! StypulkowskL H S.N.. H<>1\ Family University, 2oo\. Nursing
Jackie Taylor-Wynkoop, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2000, Nursing
Joan Mane Trainor. H S \ '.. Immaculata University, 2<>ol. Nursing
Kimberl) Nicole Williams-BidwelL B.S., East Stroudsburg University, 2000. Nursing
Valerie Qumn Wolk. B.S.N., La Salle University, 2002, Nursing
Dolores Zongolowicz, B.S.N., 1m Salle University, 1999, Nursing
MASTER OF SCIENCI l\ MM I ( H-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Malka Aldersiem. Ii.\ Adelphi ( niversity, 2004. Social S< ,e,u es
Kimberl) Candra Auletta. B.S., Ij.i Salle University, 2005, Speech-Languai
Kelt) LBowes, H \ . Temple ( 'niversity, 2oo2. Cummunicaiiim S< tan n
Kristina Mane BrzyskL H \ I niversity oj North Carolina at Charlotte. 2001. Psychology
Emily Lynn Capone, H S Bloomsburg l 'niversity, 2004, Spee< h-Language Pathology andAudiology
Stace) Lynn Chandler, HA I niversity ofDelaware, 2002, Psychology
Maureen Patricia Costello, B.S., Duquesne l 'niversity, 2003, Speet h-Language Pathology
Meaghan Leathern Damato, H s in Salle l m\er\ir\. 2oo\ ,y,r, h-Language-Ht aring s, /, //.
,
Kimberl) Mane Doyle, H S Ixi Salle I 'niversity, 2005, Speet h-Languagt Hearing S
Angela Eighmey, H s East Stroudsburg I niversity 1998, Speet h-Language Pathology andAudiology
Jessica A Fabry, H S . Pennsylvania State I niversity 1998, Communication Disorden
Lisa Mane Fbrcina, H s Li Salle I 'niversity 2005, Speet h-Language Hearing St n nt <
Kristin K (.i|x.-. H \ . Rutgers University 2000, Psychology
Shc-n (dam/. H s Pennsylvania State I niversity, 1974 Speech Pathology
Kane Colleen doss n s l, Salle I niversity 2005, Speech-Languagt H
Manon I Greenberg H 5 Wdenei I mversity 2003, Psychology
Samantha P. Haley. BA Temple University 2002, Speech-Languagt Ht
Shannon Lynne Hanley, H s Pennsylvania Stat, I niversity 2ooi. Communication D
I isa Nicole Hams H s . Bloomsburg I niversity 2004, Speech-Language Pathology andAudiology
lennifer Colette Irish. 4LS LaSallt University 200
Sa.ah I lizabett) Houston Kenning, H \ Sweet Una, ( ollegt 2<»>l English
Jacqueline Smanne Lacinski. B.S., West Chester University 1986, Communicative Disorders w \ I
Education W \ VWanova University 2001, School Leadership
Heidi s LoStracco H \ Temple University 2002 s/'c..'./
Gina I lena Madaline /( S /./ s.///< University 200
Marj Katharine Madden it \ Loyola l
Sharon Marie Manhewi /( \ West Chester University 1999, Communication Dii
Samantha I ane Milner, i< S ' niversity ot Pittsburgh 2tx>< ( ommunii
I...mi( Mitchell S I La Sail* i nivei Education
( beryl Kenee \els..n it \ University of Pittsburgh. 1985, Commm I am
/ lementary I dm anon
Haniyfa Rebekah Noel B.S si,,i, Unt
\m\ I miii l)t>luisk\ /( S In,:..
l niversity 1999 Special Education
Stephanie S. Paula. B.S. Vkst Virginia University -
rel I viih If />' i Loyola < • •
Jessica Thomas Plummei H \ Radford University 1999, Communicat
Edut at
t heryl \i.n Richmond 0.5
Katherinc \nn Rutl
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY (Continued)
Rebecca Agnes Sapio. U.S., Richard Stockton College of Xcu Jersey. 2t)t)4. Speech-Language Pathology andAudiology
Candice Marie Sensinger. B.S.. Hast Stroudsburg University. 2004. Speech-Language Pathology andAudiology
Stefanie A. Sheehan. B.S.. Elmira College, 1996, Speech-Language Pathology
Dominique Simone, B.A.. Temple University. 2003. Communication Sciences and Disorders
Colleen Frances Tischner. U.S.. La Sidle University. 2005. Specch-Liingiiagc-Hcaring Science
Sarah Rose Vogel. B.S., Elmira College, 2004. Speech-Language Pathology
Jennifer Elizabeth Wisnieski. B.S.. L.a Salle University. 2005. Speech-Limguage-Hearing Science
Brandi Woods. B.S.. l.a Sidle University. 2005. Spcccli-Lungitiigc-Hearing Science
Brandi Elaine Wright. B.A.. West Chester University, 199H, Communicative Disorders
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Matthew Lewis Alibrando. B.S.. St. Joseph's University. 1999. Accounting
Sarah A. Andersen. B.S.. Chestnut Hill College. 2001. Marketing
Bridgette M.Anderson. B.A., Lincoln University. 2002. Business Administration
Rhonda McCullough Anderson. B.A., Indiana University ofPennsylvania, l994,Criminology/Prelaw,
J.D.. Temple University Beasley School of Law, 1998
Pamela T. Andrews. B.B.A., Temple University 1989, Management/Human Resources
Louis M. Angelo. B.A.Jhe Catholic University of America. 2004. Finance
Kristina Lyn Archer. B.S.. Gwynedd-Merv) College, 2002, Accounting
Halim Bulent Artuc, B.A., Bilkent University, 2004. International Relations
Ugur Burak Aydin. B.A., Marmara University. 2004. Economics
James Roy Ballinghoff. B.S.N.. La Salle University, 2003, Nursing
Douglas Patrick Barton. B.S.B.A.. Shippensburg University 1986, Accounting/Data Processing
Ali Fatih Bedir. B.A.. Istanbul University, 2002. Economics
Kathryn S. Benner. B.S., Philadelphia University 2002. Psychology
Fortunata Theresa Berardi. B.S.. La Salle University. 2002. Finance
Kristina R. Berg. B. S., Pennsylvania State University, 2001. Finance/International Business
David Bernhauser. B.A.. Temple University. 1999. Accounting
Mary Eileen Besachio. B.S.. James Madison University. 1995. Economics
Oleg Bespalov. B.A., La Salle University. 2003. Economics
Christoph Bitterlin. B.S., Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft, 1990, Chemistry, B.S., Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft, 1993, Business
Administration. M.S.. Schweizerisches Aushildungs:enirum. 2000. Marketing
Jennifer Rose Blanch. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University: 2001, Finance/Management Information Systems
Alexis Jade Blankenship. B.A.. Muhlenberg College. 2001. Business Administration
Todd Gordon Block. B.S., Ithaca College. 1998, Finance
David D. Bodick. B.S., Gwynedd-Mercy College. 2003. Accounting
David M. Bogle. B.S., Delaware Valley College. 1992. Accounting
Ralph Albert Bonadies. B.A., Rutgers University. 1985, Accounting
Nadira Boodhoo, B.S., Duquesne University 2002. Marketing
Abdelkrim Bouchatri. B.S.. Gwynedd-Mercy College. 2003. Business Administration
Niccole A. Braeey. B.A.. Temple University; 1992. Accounting
Charles Brandt. B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 2000. Accounting
Pamela Lauren Brown. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Marketing
Jonathan Peter Brunt. B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 1995. Accounting/Finance
Caroline Buisson, B.S., EUROMED. Marseille. 2002. International Business. M.A.. EUROMED. Marseille. 2005. International Business
Vanessa Denise Bullock. B.A.. Temple University. 1996. Business Administration
Andrew Roger Buonaguro. B.S.. Villanova University. 1993. Accountancy
Jamie D. Bus/a. B.S.. West Chester University. 2001. Management
Christopher Byrne. B.S.. St. Joseph's University. 1992, Accounting
Diana G. Caballero. B.S.. Pennsylvania Slate University. 1995, Economics/International Business
Refik Mert Calli. B.S., Dokuz Eylul University. 2003. Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Thomas Capitelli, B.S., University ofBasel, 1988, Mathematics
Michael A. Carson. B.S.. Drexel University. 1999 Electrical Engineering
Stacj Nanette Cashman. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 1998, French/Management Information Systems
llleana Marie Casiano de Vazquez. B.A.. DeSales University. 2000. Liberal Studies
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued I
Christian Jude Cervellero, B.S., Ursinus College, 1996, Economit i
Tamra Lee Chase, B.A.. Temple University, 2002. Journalism
Jud> Cheng, BA, Bin knell University, 2001, Sot iology
Karine Finck Cheronnet, B.S., University ofSocial Sciences, Strasbourg, 1995, kiwlish Civilization and Literatuu M
Social Sciem es, Strasbourg, 1996, English Civilization and Literature
Romid John Chwieroth, B.S., Drexel University, 1984, Chemical Engineering A/.V. La Sail I omputer
Information Science
Stephanie Clark. B.S., Ursinus College, 2002, Psychology
Stephen Anthon) Cocca, B S . East Stroudsburg University, 1998, Hotel Management
Ludgero Machado Coelho, B S BA., La Salle University, 2(X)I, Management Information Systems
Erik M Cohen. B.S., I niversity oj Miami. 1996, Marine Si tent e/Biology
Jonathan Todd Cohen. BA., Hartwick College, 1991, Management
Henr> John Colyai III. BA, Washington and Jefferson College, 1994, Business Administration
Robert M Connelly, B.S.BA, La Salle University. 1996. Finance
Michael 1 Connor. B.S., Philadelphia University, 1997, Management
Edward Joseph Conway, B.S.BA., La Salle I 'ni\ ersity, 2001, At counting/Finance
Daniel J Coonan. B.S., DeSales I niversity, 2000, Marketing
Audre> Anne Cosgrove. B.A.. hi Salle I'niversity. 2000, Political Science
Matthew Paul Cosgrove, BA, Lycoming College, 1998, Political Si ience/History
Tenance Coyne, US BA., l*a Salle l niversity, 2004, Marketing
Megan Mane Decry, B S.BA . La Salle I 'niversity. 2002. \. ( ounting
Supraja Dhuhpudi. B.Com., Osmania I inversus. 2004. Accounting
Karen Dil.oreto. B.S . Elizobethtown College, 1999, Chemistry
Matthew Lara D'Lauro, B.BA, Loyola College in Maryland, 2000, Business Economics
Christine Dolan. B.S., Villanova I niversity, 2004, Marketing
Matthew Ciillin Dougherty, B S temple I niversity 1998, Health Information Mai i
Paul J. Drakeles. B.S.BA, La Salle I niversity, 1994, finance
Stephan EUenberger, B.S . Verkehrsschule Olten, 1982, Aviation
LabibM Elsayed.J9.£ SI VI Maritime College. 2000, Vtarint Engineering/Conventionc
Paul II EstOppey, B S II KS Management S< liool. 1991, Business \dininistrallon
inca, li s Delaware Valley College, 2ool. Business Administration
Brian I I ay, B.S.BA, La Salle I niversity, 2003, \. < ounting/Marketing
Doan Nguyen Finch, B s Ohio State I niversity, 1997, Business [dministration
CheiylAnnPischer.fi 1., Thiel College 2002, Accounting/Business Mai
Onika< hanelle Retcher. B.B \., Loyola College, 2001 Finance
Stephanie I.>nn 1 1 mi mei /a|ai.. // \ I', niisslxania Sun, University 20
Peto I) I lank. B.S.,1 mo,, ( ollegt 1983 ( omputei s. ienct and ipp
Ryan rheodore Galardi l< \ University of Charleston, 2001, Spanish
PatrickJ Gallaghei It \ LaSallt University, 2001, Religion
Daniel (..,11.. B.S.BA La Salle University. 1991 \ccounting
Marc Beat Gasser. AS SLS Luftverkehrsschult I''"
I ilian Gilgen M S I niversity q) Basel r
Stuart Goldstein n n \ /,....,.„ University 1982 Computer li
Marie W. Gordon. B.S Holy Family Collegt 1993 \ccouming
( laudme M Grindei H\ Holy Family Collegt 1997, Elementary and 5
William David < rruct io )i />' 5
GonzaloGuada />' \ Universidad Catolii
Vimii ( iunal It S < ankaya ' i
I even! < rurgun S S Boga '• i ' nlvei
lohnP. Harpei /is Pennsylvania Statt University
H
Michele \ Heiso Brown B
(
Mn. in Pain, k Higgiru /' S Si loseph - I
Catherin '
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Kenneth L. Hollenbaugh, B.S., Bloomsburg I 'niversity. 1991. Accounting
Michael Lang Houser. B.S.B.A., Im Salic University, 2001, Finance
Richard William Huber. 6.5.. University of Pittsburgh. 1995, Mechanical Engineering
Jelle Carolus Huijting. 6.5.. Marine Engineering College. Utrecht, Netherlands. 1983. Marine Engineering
DehraA. Hum. li. A.. Arcadia University 2000. Business Administration
Meagen Nicole Hunt. 6.5.. Rowan University 1999, Finance
William Hurley, B.S., Villanova University 1994, Accountancy
Stephen M. Iaquinto. B.S.. Drexel University. 1990. Electrical Engineering
Paolo L. Inverniz/i. B.S.. Bocconi I 'niversity, 2000. Marketing
Michael J. Jacobs. 6.5.. I 'niversity of Richmond, 2003. Business Administration
Kevin William Jones. 6.5.. Pennsylvania State University. 1995, Accounting
Herbert Craig Kaminsky. B.S., University ofMaryland, 1994. Finance. B.S.. Rutgers University, 1998, Accounting
Asli Karasu. B.A.. KOC University, 1999, International Relations; M. A.. Yeditepe, University, 2004. International
Economics and Finance
Elif Kaya. B.A.. Hacettepe I 'niversity 2004. English Language and Literature
Kristine Kimberly Keenheel. 6.5.. Morgan State University, 1999. Accounting
Sylvia Julia Kielbas. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2002. Accounting/Finance
Brian Joseph Kienzle. 6.5., Widener University. 1994. Business Management
Nancy Joy Kirbv. B.S.. Shippensburg ['niversity. 1997, Business Administration
Carol L. Kitzes-Potocki. B.B.A.. New Mexico State University 1987. Finance
Kenneth Frank Kremsky. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University, 1994, Accounting
Virginia F. Kropac. B.A.. Rutgers University. 1994, Communications/Spanish. M.S.. Drexel University, 2001. Food Science
Matyas Lakatos. M.D.. University ofZurich, 1997. Medicine
Reigna Trumell Lamb. 6.5.. Hampton University. 2002. Marketing
Travis M. Landherr. B.A.. Holy Family University. 199S. Management/Marketing
Brooke Allison Lapides. 6.5., Widener University. 2004. Finance
Tannie Larocca. 6.5.. Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1997, Management Information Systems
Karim Lateef. 6.5.. Xavier University of Louisiana, 2001. Marketing
Timothy P. Lenihan. Jr.. 6.5.. Trenton State College, 1997, Accountancy
Timothy J. Lennon. 6.5., Lehigh University, 1997, Electrical Engineering
Lori Marie Leone. 6.5., Drexel University; 1997. Marketing/International Business
James H. Lewis III. B.S.. Widener University. 1992. Accounting
Shiqi Li. 6.5., Taiyuan Institute of Heavy Machinery. 1998. Computer Science
Krista Leigh Link. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2001, Marketing/Management Information Systems
Andrew Nile Linn. 6.5.. Lehigh University. 1996. Civil Engineering
Tetyana Lisova. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University 2003. Finance
Michelle Anne Littell. 6.5.. Lafayette College. 2001. Biology M.S.. East Stroudsburg University. 1995, Biology
Jeffrey O'Neal London. 6.5., Tennessee State University, 1998. Systems Engineering/Applied Mathematics
Michael Patrick Long. 6.5.. Thomas Jefferson University; 1985. Physical Therapy M.S.. Temple University 1996. Physical Therapy
Paul Damian Marini. B.A.. Bloomsburg University, 2002, History/Philosophy
Joseph William Markmann. 6.5.6.A., La Salle University. 1997. Finance
Cedric Davis Marlow. 6.5.. Rosemont College. 2002. Management
Carl F. Marshall III. 6.5.. Towson State University; 1999. Management/Marketing
Leslie Christine Martin. B.A.. Michigan State University. 1992. Psychology
Jason Alexander Martini. 6.5.. Villanova University 1997. Accounting
Donna Lee McConnell-Thaler. 6.5., Delaware Valley College. 2000. Business Administration
Robert McHale. B.A.. St. Francis University. 1977, Business Management
Thomas Joseph McKenna. 6.5.6.A. , La Salle University. 1985, Finance/Management
Renee Lynn Mertens. B.A.. Dickinson College, 1992. History/French
Christopher Scott Meyer. 5.5., Pennsylvania State University. 1992, Marketing
Yvette D. Mitchell. 6.5., Cheyney University 1994, Accounting
Tiffany Natalie Montouth. 6.5.. Stony Brook Universtiy 2001. Biology
Michael J. Morawski. B.S.. Shippensburg University. 1996. Geo-Environmental Science
Amanda Morgan. 6.5.. Westminster College. 2002. Marketing
Mladen Mumalo. 6.5.. Basel Business College. 1999. Business Administration
Frederick G. Murphy II. B.B.A.. Oakwood College. 2003. Marketing/Finance
Muposeni Kafula Mutemba. 6.5.. Drexel University. 2003. Finance




Jiide Walter Nascimento.B.5'., West Chester University, 1999. Finance
Thus Nguyen, B.A.. Temple University, 1997. Computer Information Systemt
Tara Mane Nicolo, B.S.BA . La Salle University, HXX). Finance/Management Information v
Patricia M Nussbaumer. B.S.. Higher College of Commerce. Reinach, 2(MM. Business Administration
Debra Pov.el O'Hara. HA. Philadelphia University. 1992. Accounting/Information Ssstems
Michael C. ONeil. B.S., Widener University 1998, Accounting
Brian M O'Neill, B.S., College oj Net* Jersey 1995, Met hanical Engineering
Jill A Ottinger, B.S., Alvemia College, 2<H)2. Chemistry
Sathi Ouchida, B.S.BA., La Salle University 2004, Management
SamedO/turk. BA.. T.C. Selcuk Universitesi, 2002, Business
Aytac Ozyazgan, B S.. Istanbul Technical University, 2(X)0. Management Engineering
Melaniha Kamana Paige, BA . Lincoln University 2000, Criminal Justice
Hduardo Palacio, B.A., Temple I 'niversity, 2001, Criminal Justu <
Kunal Jayesh Parikh. B B A . Gujarat I 'niversity/N.R. Institute <>t Business Administration. 2'
M.B.A. Gujarat, University/Chimanbhai Patel Institute ofManagement ana I
Kma Rame&bbfaai Patel. B.S.BA., La Salle I 'niversity 2001, I •
Melissa Perez. H H A
. University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez. 2002, Finana
Julia K Perkins. B A . Slippers Rock I niversity 2000, Marketing
Breda PetTOVic, B S . l.li:ahelhtown College, 2<M)2. International Business
Elizabeth B. Pezzuti, B.S . Bloomsburg University 1998, Sign Language Interpreting
/.<>e Phillips. B s Manchestei University, 1988. Zoology
Erin I. Puetti. H \ kreadia University 1999, Business Administration
(ailos Gustavo Pozo, B.S., Ricardo Palma University 1995, Civil Engii
Katrina M Pratt, B s Howard I niversity, 1998, Psychology
Olga Pressman, BA., Arcadia I niversity, 2003, Business Administration
Alfredo J. Prince, B.S.. I niversidad Santa Maria, 1998, Economics
Michael Siegfried Quirmbach, M.S Technical I niversity ofClausthaL 1996 ( hemistry I'h Din,.,
Rostock, 1999. Organii Chemistry
Victoria Rafalovsky, H s Dnxel University 1992, Chemistry
Lillian Anna Rankin-Jackson, B \ . Michigan State University 1997 Materials and Logist
Jellies s.uit Rehrig, B s Drexel I niversity. 1991 •
Richard Harding Robinson, i\ . B s Purdue l niversity, 1971
Mark Indre Rostant, B S.BA., La Salle l niversity 2005 Finana
Gwinyai (i Rukambe, Graduate Diploma m Marketing, Ins'
David B Rzaca li B I College ofWilliam and Mary 1994 History t.D i) 1997
Sushmita Samanta, B ( om ( alcutta ( niversity 1997, Accounting
Lisa Ann Scalcione, 0.5 Rider University 2i*>4 \:
Markus Anthony Schaefer.0.5 West Chester University 1995 Economki
Robert John Scheible, Jr., \ LaSalU University 2001 Economics
Ka.a \ Schiela It s B\ La Salle University. 20 '•'
Robert Edwin Schloendorn, 0.5 lunpi, Universal
Christopher < Schmidt. B.S.BA La Salle University 1995 Accounting
Jetties l Schneck.JM Trenton State < Administration
RobynSee!) B.S Temple University 1996. Occupational Therapy
I len.i o Sents B\ /'• cal University, 2001 I
English andG
Hun J Sexton n \ Trenton Sta
Ofir Shavit, B.St Technion-lsrael Instituti
Jason R. skl.n/. B.S Rider University 1991 Accounting
Martin Benson Smith ill B S I ounting
Mark David Snydo B I WUkt i I •.,.
David StabinskJ />' S Km • i I niversity
Brian I Stern B w B
lennifei Serrano Strousc B s B I
Wendy B. Sunderland, B.5 Drexel University
Matthew loseph Sutherland /< I
Roman S Szewczuk B S /'.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Frederick H. Taber III. IIS.. Juniata College, 2003, Business Analysis
Harold Conrad Tamhurro. B.A.. Rutgers University, 1975. Mathematics
Mark I' Tierney. B.A.. Hah Family College. 2001. Management/Marketing
Robert Nathan Timmons, B.F.A.. University of Delaware. 2000. Fine Arts
Letieia Rivas Toledo. B.S.. (Iwvnedd-Mercy College, 200.1. Marketing
Nancy Ann Tomlinson. B.S.N. . Immaeulata University. 1997. Nursing
William B. Turner. B.S.. Temple University. 1996. Occupational Therapy
Paul Richard Tyc/kowski. B.S.. Roger Williams University. 1996. Accounting
Kati Lynn Tyra. U.S.. Stale University ofNew York at Geneseo. 2002. Business Administration
Bekir Lstaoglu. B.A.. Marmara University, 2003. International Marketing
Java ML Valliyil, B.A.. Moravian College. 2001. Accounting
Tara Ann Vesci. B.S. University of Scraniou, 2000. Health Administration
Patricia I. Viglione. B.S.B.A. La Salle University. 2002. Business Administration
Philippe Andreas Wagner. B.S.. Fcole Hotelierc de Lausanne. 1997. Hotel Management
Kevin M. Wallace. B.S.. Yillanova University. 1999. Finance
Rose Mary F. Walsh. B.A.. Immaeulata University. 1973. Theology. M.A.. Villanova University. 19X9, Malhem
Fred T. Webb. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1970. Marketing
Lauren Elizabeth Weber. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2002. Accounting/Management Information Systems
Erik Andrew Weitzel. B.S.B.A.. Drexel University. I9SS. Finance
David H. Wenhold. B.S.. West Chester University. 1998, Criminal Justice
Nicole Wenhold. B.S.. West Chester I diversity, 1998, Accounting
Nicole Danielle Weston. B.S.. University of Pittsburgh. 199X. Mathematics
Guido Daniel Widmer. B.S., Aviation School. 2001. Aviation
Andreas Wieland. B.S.. Horizon Swiss Flight Academy. 2000. Aviation
Flannery Jean-Conlin Wiemer. B.A., Smith College. 1999. Psychology
Vincent Lance Wright. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 1996. Geography
Michelle Robyn Yellin. B.S.. Ithaca College. 2004, Management/International Business
Aybike Yildiz. B.A.. Marmara University, 2002. General Business
Elisabetta Maria Zodeiko. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2001. Accounting/Management Information Systems
Matthew E. Zollers. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 1996. Business Management
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCE
Gina Aguilera. B.S.. St. Joseph's University 1975, Biology
Leonard A. Camp. Jr.. B.A., La Salle University, 1974, Biology. M.B.A.. La Salle University. 1979. Finance
Mary Shanahan Cromwell. B.S.. Widener University. 1994. Computer Science
TramT. Dang. B.A.. Peine College. 2003. Information Technology
IanT. Duling. B.S.B.A.. University ofDelaware, I97X. Business Administration. M.B.A.. Wilmington College, 1999
Neil Peter Flynn. B.A. Rutgers University, 1992, Biological Sciences
Brian Thomas Golembiewski. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1994. Accounting
Steven Vsevolod Gonchar. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 2002. Information Sciences and Technology
Ali Ergin Hacimahmutoglu. B.F.A.. Bilkent University. 2001. Landscape Architecture and Urban Design
Karl S. Heinicke. B.A.. Syracuse University. 19X5. Speech Communications/Dramatic Arts
Hakan Kaya. B.S.. Marmara University Technical Education Faculty. 1999. Electronics and Computer Education
John Robinson Kolecki. B.S.. Temple University. 2001. Computer and Information Science
Brenda Kay Landt B.A.. Beaver College. 1976. Mathematics
Richard Lemay. B.S.E.E.. Northeastern University, I96H, Electrical Engineering, MB. A.. Wharton School, Universit
19X3, Business Administration
Barbara Lempert. U.S.. Temple University. 19X4. Radio. Television, and Film
David A. Mitchell. B.S.B.A.. Lei Salle University. 1991. Finance
Vidya Narayanan. BE.. Madras University. India. 2000. Computer Science
Ham/.a S. Olme/. B.S.. Eastern Mediterranean University. 2000. Computer Engineering
Steven J. Purdy. B.S.B.A.. University ofDelaware, 19X7. Marketing
David Ian Ramshaw, U.S.. Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 2002. Computer Science
J. Alexander Rembert. B.S, Dickinson College. 2000. Computer Science/Music
Barbara Steltz. B.A.. La Salle University. 1999. Computer Science
Ri/aTure. B.S.. Ankara University. Turkey. 2002. Electronics Engineering
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
Francine Adams. HA.. La Salle I 'niversity, 2<X>1. Computer Science
Jerold Lamoni Allie. U.S.. University oj Pittsburgh, 2(HX). Information Si ience
Kevin P. Brennan, B.S., Penn Stun- University, 1994. Hotel Restaurant Institutional Management
Suchita Rajkumar Dadhieh. H.H.A.. Temple University, 2IHK). Business and Computer Information £
Robert W. Delp. B.S., La Salle I ''niversity. 2000, Computer Science
James M Manner. BA., Hah Family College, 1993. Psychologyfor Business
Marina Medzhibovsky, M.S., Moscow State University ofRailroad Engineering. Russia. 1983 Electrical Engii
Oyelakin Stephen Oyekunle, US. University <>l Ibadan, Nigeria, 1995, Agricultural Economics
Michael Joseph Payne, B.S.BA., La Salle I 'niversity, 1999, Business Administration
Bryant K. Pope. BA., La Salle University, 1999, Computer Science
Jeltres Iiemann. HA hi Salle I 'niversity, 1999, Computer Science
Susan Marie Schramm. HA . Immaculata College, 1981, Economics
Steven Anthony Ware, B.S., Chestnut Hill Collate. 2(hhi. Computer Science
MASTER OI VRTSBS PROFESSIONAL COMMI NICATION
KevinAnthonj Barry. BA., DeSqles University, 2001, Communication/Psychology
Nicole K M Blatcher, HA . Rutgers University, 2001, Psychology/Communication
Allison Burke Laderman. /( \ Pennsylvania State University, 2<*H). Media studies
Jamie L Campagna, H \ Kutzsown I niversity, 2002, Speech Communication/PublU H, ...
Debbi M DellaPorta, BA., Indiana I niversity <-/ PA, 1977, Journalism
Claudia Feuerbach, H \ Men ' niversity, Stuttgart, damans. 1999, Communicat
Davida Veronica Garr, /< \ Temple I niversity, 2<m>i. Psychology/Communication
Eva (iruberowi. BA., I unci sits oj \< u York in Pragm ,Cze* h RepuMii
Katefina Hamerski, ha . \ ysoka Skola Ekonomicka \ /'<... I
Emma Hewett-Smiles, BA . Hinders University, Australia, 2000 Communicaiu
Jill Colleen I lindman B I ( abrini College, 2002, EnglishA?ommunicatum
Martin Hobl, H \ . \u toria I 'niversity oj Wellington, \< > /
ErickS Hyde, HA. La Salle University, 2000, Communkai
BarbaraJacklova\fi \ Stati f niversity micanon
J.ui.i Karaskovi, HA., Oklahoma State University Stillwater, Oklahoma 2
Megan Marie King. A \ Randolph-Macon Womat
lamika \nt«an M.uk. B.S.,1 >um rsity <>t [rkansas,
Mar) Vnn McGarrigle. B.S Chestnut Hill College. 2001, w.
Deborah Meyers /' \ Km:; n I nivei
Shelly-Anne Maria Neptune. BA Chestnut Hill Co
Melissa k Orlowski, BA..Thei
LataM Patel H\ Penn State University 1998 Business idministrc
David \ Pearson.fi \ University ofMinnesota 1995 l
l ii.m. i Heredia Pifferrei l< I
lames ( hristophei Ptunkett.fi \ /.. So/A / •,.,
Moreira Prates B 4 Communication L\
rheodore J Qualli III B I Holy Fan
Dona Rubino I alism
[erica Dion Scon BA.. ( anon
Diera ( onstance Shaw /> {..Setonh
Regirui Katherine Slayback-Mantuano B.FA /
Samuel loseph Spoto 6 I La 5
Dominika Srajerovl S
\n.inn.i I Sumrm i
Veronika Svobodovi fi I '.
lYacj Marie DJomai i
\nn I lizabeth ringlej BA.,1 H nary
I stiui i Ivezla Webo /•' \ Ui
MASTER OF ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION (Continued)
Darryl R. Williams. B.A.. Rowan University. 1991. Communication
Rebecca Ann Winkler. B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Journalism
[Carolina Elizabeth Zelinka. B.A.. Rice University. Houston . TX. 2001. Art and Art History
Jaroslav Zeman. B.A.. University ofNew York. Czech Republic. 2003. Communication and Mass Media Studies
Jacqueline M. Zima, B.A.. West Virginia University 2002. Communication
MASTER OF ARTS IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES
Cherjon Ja'net Bailey. B.A.. Pennsylvania State University. 2002. Speech Communication
MarleneTrio Barlow. B.A.. St. Joseph's University. 1976. German
Kanini NiGail Butler. B.A.. La Salle University. 2004. History
Wesley Alfred Cooper. Sr.. B.A.. Central State University. 1984. Political Science/History
Sean Lee Evans, B.A.. Rowan University. 2001. History
Gregory K. Gethard, B.A.. La Salle University. 1999. Communication
Izolda Kaniecka, M.A., University of Torun, Poland. 1998, Polish Literature
Joanna M. Labuda, B.A., Temple University. 2004. Criminal Justice/Political Science
Maya R Lupova, Master of Law. Sofia University. Bulgaria. 2004, Law
AleksandarT. Pavlovic, B.A.. Shippensburg University. 2003. History
Radomir Popovic. B.A.. Arcadia University. 2002. Business Administration
David G. Popp, B.S., Kutztown State University. 1980. Criminal Justice
Paul A. Puskar. B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. History
Dimitar Ivanov Sapundzhiev. B.S.. University of Rousse. Bulgaria, 2001, Economics
Mark A. Seifter.Afl., Ohio University. 1972. History, M.A.. University ofNew Mexico. 1975. History
Carmen Helen Ann Superville, B.A.. La Salle University, 2000, Criminal Justice/Sociology,
M.S., St. Joseph's University. 2001. Criminal Justice
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Jacqueline M. Abrardo. B.A., Alfred University, 2004, Psychology
Kristyna Leigh Bedek. B.A., Millersville University. 2000, Psychology
Jennifer Leigh Brereton. B.A.. West Chester University. 1999. Psychology. M.S.. Loyola College. 2001. Psychology-Clinical
Marlaena Corso. B.A.. Dickinson College. 2002, Psychology
Brook M. Crichlow. B.S.. University of the West Indies. 2001. Psychology and Sociology
AmyLynn Cunningham, B.S.. University of Pittsburgh, 2003, Psychology
Michael Paul Ferenschak. B.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Psychology
Susanna Mora Francies, B.A., Bennington College. 2000. Psychology
William A. Gaul, B.A.. Pennsylvania Slate University. 1972. Psychology. D.M.D.. University of Pennsylvania, 1978. Dental Medicine
David Manuel Gomez. B.A.. Rutgers University. 2004. Psychology
Rebecca Lynn Helms. B.S.. Kutztown University. 2002. Psychology
Jessica Mary Lutkenhouse. B.A.. Loyola College. 2003. Psychology
Ruth Ann Marsden. B.A.. Montclair State University. 2004. Psychology
Lyssett Deniss Martinez. B.A., Bloomsburg University. 1999. Psychology. M.A., Montclair State University, 2001,
Educational Psychology
Chad Edwards Morrow, B.A., La Salle University. 2003. Psychology
Melissa Alexis Munro, BA, Hampton College, 2004, Psychology
Casey Elizabeth Murray. B.A.. Union College. 2004. Psychology
Kelly Ann Nabal. B.S.. St. Joseph's University, 2000, Psychology
Kimberly Leverne Napier, B.A.. University of Chicago. 1999. Psychology
Brad Ryan Nederostek, B.A.. Dickinson College. 2001 Psychology. M.A.. Towson University. 2003 Psychology
Michael Shawn Poet, B.A.. Mount Aloysius College. 2001. Psychology. M.A.. Towson University. 2003. Psychology
Amanda H. Regnaud. B.A.. Rutgers, The State University ofNew Jersey, 2003. Psychology and Art
Deena L. Sadiky. B.S.. Penn State University. 2004. Human Developmental
Rosanna Sposato, B.A.. St. Joseph's, University. 2002. Psychology
Victoria Susan Taylor, B.A., Richard Stockton College ofNew Jersey. 2001. Psychology. M.A.. Montclair State University. 2003.
Educational Psychology
Pamela Ann Wopler. B.A.. Franklin & Marshall University. 2002. Biology and Behavior. M.S.. Chestnut Hill College. 2004,
Counseling Psychology
16
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Cvnthia A Alonge-Roe, B.S., thrum College, 2003, Psychology
Kristin Michelle Ammann, BA., Rutgers University, 2003, Psychology
Ronnie Amar Arora. BA. Muhlenberg College, 2003, Psychology
Elaine Re'Nada Bedden. B.A.. Rider University, 2002, Liberal Arts
Laura Patrice Benner. BA., University of Delaware. 2003, Psychology
Anne Faye Berlin. BA., Temple University, 1972. Chemistry
Dettdre Reoee Bey, BA., Seton Hall University, 1984, Criminal Justice
Heather Christine Bienstock. BA., Rowan University, 2<M)2. Psychology
John Paul Billick. BA. Rutgers University, 2002, Psychology
Patricia BogUSki, BA.. Villamna University 1980. English
Heather Ann Bowditch, B.S., Elizabethtown College, /Wft, Occupational Therapy
Jason Michael Bn»gs. BA . Pennsylvania State University, 2003, Applied Psychology
Rachel Elizabeth Burke. B A . Susquehanna University 2002. Psychology
Christine Ann Bush. BA . Hope College, 1973, Psychology. MBA . 1982, Temple University, Management
Jennifer Erb C'aramenico. BA., Temple University, /vvv. Psychology
Galana Tenmlle Chookolingo, BA. Temple University, 2oo2. Psychology
Amanda Anastasia Co\ le. B.S., James Madison i niversity, 2(H)}. Psychology
Enka Devon Desjardins, BA., I niversity <>l Maine. 2002, Psychology
Lisa Mane DeMarco, H S St Joseph's University, 2001, Psychology
Bethanne Devine, BA . Lafayette College, 1992, Psychology andAmerican Studies
Alexander Francis Domeracki. II S Li Salle I 'niversity, 1974, Business Administration
Jill halk.tt \ University ofConnecticut, 1970, English and Theatre, MA Emerson College, 1971, Speech Communications M.P.P.
I niversity oj Michigan, 1977, Publit Polit \
Jetlre> David Pay, BA San Diego I niversity, 2002, Psychology
Lisa Marie \ crr.iina. BA La Salle L inversus, 200.1. t'ssi hology
Christine Mane Gallagher, H \ Hols Tamils College, /vw, Elementary Education
Megan Regine Gibson, H s I 'niversity oj Rhode Island. 2003, Physit ai Education
Carta Marie Hall, B.S Ohio state University, 2003, Business Administration
Lorraine Hall. 8.5 . Clarion University, 1991, Psychology
Knst.il Nacole Hankinson, B \ . La Salle I niversity, 2001, Psychology
Stace) Marie Herubin, l< \ hi Salle University, 2003, Psychology
I.IKn I Hill. H \ tempi, University, 1992, Elementary Education
Elizabeth Leah Holder, B \ ircadia I niversity 2002, Psychology
DwightH Horch,fl \ Miami I'mimm lw>" (juiaance and Counseling, Ws Miami University 191
Andrew Lawrence Jacobs, B s DeSai, s i niversity, 2ix>2 Psyt hology
Shen> ki.i Jefferson, B \ l.i sail, i niversity, 2003, Psychology
Melinda Jill Kenned) w I Rhode island ( ollege. 2001, Psyt hology
J.unes Joseph Kimenour, /( S 2002, tempi, l niversity, Therapeutu Re, nation
DamingaYolandaKinj Outing. A \ Wdenei I niversity, 2001, Psychology
Kimberl) Stunkard Kircher, B s Gwynedd V, n ) ( ollegt 2<x)2 Special Education
bene Kobernik ii \ u, u i h, si,, ( niversity 2002, Psychology
Stephanie \lill I .uielcv K \ Rati.; is I nneisits 2l*U. Psychology
Cheryl Marie I trge i< I Ridei I niversity 2002 Psychology
Lindsa) tnnLowa B \ Denison University 2003, Psychology
lenniKi LeighLyle.8 \ Temple University 2003 Psychology
Julie \iin Marsden, li i Widener University 2002 Psychology
Kathleen Welsh McCafferty, A5 Tempi* University 1983 i<
Laura McGonigle /( I West Chester University 2002 Psychology
Pete. J McGovern /( \ St Thomas University 200 P
Michael Daniel McKee. 0.5 St. Joseph's University




Crystal Faith Mitchell BA Immaculata Colletjt t999,Psyci
WUUam Lloyd Montgomery " N Lehigh Universit
\l s Pat t i niversity 196 "
Angela M i />' \ Pern s,ai, i niversity I
I .i.ii.-ii Michelle Pane i i< I La Salh I ntversii
Innemarie Pebonc li \ s/ loseph's University
'
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Loralec Rascavage. B.A.. Lock Haven University, 2002, Psychology
Jennifer Lynn Redlhammer. B.A., Monlclair State University, 2002. Psychology
Nicole Marie Robert. B.A., Villanova University. 1999. Psychology
Aimee Rohrer-Kraemer. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 2000. Human Development
Seth Loren Rosenberg. U.S.. University ofPittsburgh, 2001. Psychology
Jose M. Santos. B.A.. La Salle University. 2002. Psychology
Maria Marie Talarico Schechter, #. A.. Rutgers University. 1996. Psychology
Christina Quiles Schellhas. B.A.. Rutgers University. 2000. Psychology
Rochelle Nicole Screnci. B.A.. La Salle University. 1999. Psychology/Criminal Justice
Christopher Ryan Smith. B.A.. Rider University. 2002. Psychology
Tiffani Amber Stauffer. B.S.. Southwest Missouri State University. 1999. Psychology
James Nelson Stowe. B.A.. Arcadia University. 2000. Liberal Studies/Social Sciences
Lynne G. Taylor. B.A.. Pennsylvania State University, 1969, English
Jordan Catherine Urban. B.S.. Philadelphia University. 2002. Psychology
Laura Dawn Whitebread. B.A.. Wesley College. 2003. Psychology
Amanda L. Williams, B.S.. Pennsylvania State University, 2002, Kinesiology
Lisa Joy Young. B.S.. University of Michigan, 1998, Biopsychology
Biagio CarlPio Zarcone. B.A., Franciscan University of Steubenville. 2003. Psychology/History
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Kelly Abriola. S.S., Millersville University. 2001. Biology
Jennifer Lynn Aldrich. B.A., Kutztown L 'niversity. 2000. Elementary and Special Education
Brian Frederick Auten, B.A.. Susquehanna University, 1998, Spanish/International Studies
DebraAnne Bailer. B.S.. Temple University. 1993. Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Catherine T. Balloch, B.A.. La Salle University, 2001. English
David Mayindombe Balosa. M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 2003, Education/TESOL
Stephanie Bendel, B.A., Rutgers University, 2001, Biology
Kimberley A. Bryant. B.S.N., La Salle University, 2003, Nursing
Robert A. Burgess. B.A.. La Salle College, 1973, Psychology
Elizabeth Ashley Cass. B.A., Massachusetts College ofArt, 2001, Industrial Design
Matthew Roy Dale, B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 2000, Rehabilitation Senices
Megan Elizabeth D'Arcangelo. B.A.. Fairfield University. 2003. Psychology
Vincent DePaola, Jr.. B.A.. Allentown College. OSFS, 1999, Criminal Justice/Social Work
Michele Lynn DeVicaris, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2000, Marketing
Alicia Ann Dixon. B.S.. Temple University. 2000. Early Childhood and Elementary Education
William T. Donohoe. Jr.. B.A.. Albright College, 2000, History
Reginald Eric Dunston. B.S.. Dre.xel University: 1990. Chemical Engineering
Mary Catherine Ebert. B.A., Lycoming College. 1986. International Studies and Spanish
Barbara Phelps Fedeli. B.A., Trenton State College, 1981, Art Education
Yvette T. Fisher, B.A., Arcadia University, 2001. Early Childhood and Elementary Education
Jennifer K. Flannery. B.S.. St. Joseph's University. 2002. Psychology
Sean P. Fossett. B.S.. University of Pennsylvania. 1974. Business and Economics
Kevin D. Fravel. B.A., Temple University, 1994, Mathematics/Economics
Scott Eric Freedman. B.S.. Lehigh University 1984. Electrical Engineering
Kristin M. Funk. B.A.. St. Leo University, 2003. Criminology
Maria R. Gilbert. B.A.. Temple University. 2003. Kinesiology
Mary Elizabeth Granados. fi.S.. University ofMaryland, 1976. Zoology. D.D.S., Temple University. School ofDentistry, 1980
Tracey Noel Halliday, B.S.. Lock Haven University. 1999. Secondary Education/Spanish
Jeffrey Michael Hartman. B.S.. Kutztown University. 2000. Education
Katherine Ann Hicks. B.S.. Pennsylvania State University. 2002. Psychology
Andrew Hollister. B.A.. Temple University. 1999. Criminal Justice
Jennifer Jablonski. B.A.. La Salle University. 1995. Communication
Denise Jaskelewicz. B.A.. Ursinus College. 2002. Communication Studies and Theatre
Kara Lynn Johnson. B.A.. Ursinus College. 2000. Economics and Sociology
Kathleen M. Kelly. B.S.. Shippenshurg University. 1999. Secondary Education/Mathematics
Samantha Louise Kelly. B.A.. La Salle University. 1999. Communication
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued I
Michael Da\ id Kepner, B S .. The Colli 01, Technology Education
John K Lany. B.S., Bloomsburg Suite University, 1975. Secondary Education/Social Studies
Holl> Borcherdt La/aar. B A . Bucknell University, IVW. Geology/Environmental v
Gloria Ann Leone, ft S.A Boston I niversity 1978, Nursing, B S . Boston Unhn rs
Tom Lochner. Ed.M.. Temple University. 1995, Sports Management/Leisti
Stephen J Ma/urek. B \ West Chester University 2(H)2. Communications
Megan McCormac, B.A.. La Salle University 1995, Secondary Education/Mathemains
Stefanie Migioia. B \ . Stockton College ofh I urature
Jason M Miller. BA., Rider University 2002, Journalism
Meredith Mollut. B \ La Salle University 2003, History/English
Danielle H Moody, BA.. Clark Atlanta L niversity 2001, Psychology
Matthew Connor O'Neill, B A Quinnipiat < niversity 2001, History
Jennifer Ann Pavtick, B \ Kidn i niversity 1995, Communication
John Matthew Pfeffer III. BA., La Salle I niversity 1995, Secondary Education/History
Danielle Hensil Piercy, B \ Old Dominion ( niversity 2004, Health and Physical Education
Danya M. Porapeo. ft.S.A La Salle Colleg* 1984 Wursing
Megan Eueen Santrj fl - tity 2000, Biology
Margaret Mar) Schweikett.fi \ A'/,; ( > / niversity 1998, Secondary Education B
Jacqueline I Segal, />' S Dn <> 1 1 niw rsity 1985, Business Administration/Mono*.
Joshua \\ Smith Jr., M.B I Philadelphia University 1995 Lea,
James E Spioa Ji B \ La Sail* I niversity 1999, Spanish
Farrah I ve Stahl, />' \ Beav* i ( oil* .< 1999, Early Childhood/Elementary Education
Stephen Ross Starr, B \ Tempi* l niversity 1969, Marketing
David Brian Meek- \l S Dn >< 1 1 nivt rsity, 2000, Civil Engii
Kurt Edward Stengel, B S ill* mown t oil* ?< OSl S /w: Marketing
Andrea Elizabeth Walls, B I r«np/< I niversity, 1999. English
Marian Johanna Weis Dahlgren.fi i Southern Illinois l niversity 1975, Art Education
JoshuaWilliamZagorski.fi \ Moravian College. 2003. Sociology
Anne /umbo. B \ Rowan I niversity, 1991
Vdam Michael Zummo, B s Pennsylvania Stutt I niversity 2003, Human Development
MASTER OF ARTS IN BII.IM.I UL/BICI III RAL STUDIES
Sandra Rodriguez Holzapfel Vdams.fi \ I niversidad iustrald* ( hil* 1987, Secondary Education/English as a Foreign Langi
Miosot) Adonic. B S H /./ s,///, J niversity 2004, Social Vhrk
victoria N Bolle, /M . Rowan / niversity, 1985 Spanish
\m\ Christine Clauhs, /< \ La Sail, University 1998 Elementary and Special Education
Marie Judith Correa, ft I La Salle University 2001 <
Guadalupe Da Costa Montesinos, Licentiate and ft \ San Martina* Poms University Lima, Peru, 200
Liseid) Dfaz Jackson, B \ ( ollegt oj 5 fyxutuA
lamara Lynn Gerber, BA Gosh* I ducatum
LuisD Gonzalez, /< I La Sal
Sean I) I avelle, B.S., St Joseph's t niversity 2001 S
\n.i Margarida Marques Da Costa. B.A I Spanish
Marci Vgnes Nettles, ft.5 University of Illinois (ChampaignA nation
Kimberl) M Nunn-I psey.ft.5 Temple University 1985 Hump, mi, R*
Johnny Santiago, ft.5 The University ofth* chology
Irma Guadalupe Sosa-Pineda b \ LaSalh University 2003 General Studies
Evelyn Strahl. B.Ed, University ofLondon (UK\ 1976 S*
MASTER Ol \kim\ mi 01 <x.\ \\i>\ii\imk\
Mar) S Dei d S L, « I
Monica Renee I towninj B I />
School ofLa* 1998
Maura n Gillespie B I University of S ranion /W I
therine GlackJn i h m B I ftwn
MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGY AND MINISTRY (Continued)
Michael Charles Kimble. B.S.. Temple University, 1987, Education, M.A.. Lm Salle University, 1993, Education
Francis Xavier Klose 111. B.A., La Salle University, 2003, English
Anne Graney Moore. B.A., Manhattanville College. 196H. American History. M.S.W.. Rutgers University. 1971. Social Work
Daniel D. Pond, Jr.. B.A., Boston College, 2001, Theology
Linda G. Richardson. U.S., Troy Slate University 1982, Early Childhood Education. M.A.. Seton Hall University.
2002, Public Administration
Daniel J. Tarrant, B.A.. University ofNew Hampshire, 1998, English
Kyle William Thompson, B.A., Westchester University. 2001, Religious Studies
Towanda Woodall, B.S.. Pierce College. 2000, Paralegal Studies
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
James H. Brightman III. B.A.. Indiana University. English. 1996
Michael K. DiCamillo. B.A., Rowan University, 2000, Elementary Education & English
Matthew Joseph Smalarz, B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. History
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION
Sara R. Tucker
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Stephen Michael Belanger


































BACHELOR Of s< ll.\( I IN Bl SINESS VDMINISTRATION iCuntinuedi
Bre Onnc Taiianna Yemelle Da\is
Sham Victoria Da\is




F^dward Robert D Imperio
hnk Michael Dolaghan
Keren c Doole) III
Thomas Scod Dougbot)
William Ldward Drakeles
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Warren L Duran
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William Robert Kuchinsks.. Jr
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Matthew J Kulpa III
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Kris) Lee
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Danielle Marie 1 eonaid
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Todd Richard Whelan
Megan Danielle W huesell
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. Vote&on . tcaae/ruc Q)res&
The history ot" academic dress begins in Ihe carls days ot the oldest universities. A statute of 1321 required all "Doctors. Licentiates, and
Bachelors" of the Universitj of Coimbra to wear gowns. In England during the second hall' of the 14th century, the statutes of certain
colleges forbade "excess in apparel" and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its
sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. Gowns may have been considered necessary for warmth in the unhealed buildings used
by medieval scholars. Hoods may have served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skullcap. The cap was
later displaced by a headdress similar to ones now recognized as "academic." European institutions continue to show great diversity in their
specifications of academic dress. However, when American colleges and universities adopted a system of academic apparel a half-
century ago. a code was devised for all to follow.
Gowns—The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The gow n for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve.
open at the w rist. with the sleeve base hanging down in the traditional manner. The rear part of the sleeve's oblong shape is square cut and
the front part has an arc cut away. It may be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctor's degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may be
worn open or closed. Bachelor's and master's gow ns have no trimmings, but the doctor's may be faced on the front w ith black or colored
velvet and w ith three bars of the same across the sleeves. If color is used, it is the color distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains,
and it matches the edging or binding of the hood.
Hoods—Hoods are lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the
hood is the color indicative of the subject to w hich the degree pertains, except that the doctor's cap may have its tassel of gold thread.
Caps—Mortarboards are generally worn as part of the academic costume. The long tassel fastened to the middle point of the cap's top is
either black or the color appropriate to the subject. It is customary for degree candidates to wear the tassels on the right front side before
degrees are conferred and to shift them to the left when the degrees are awarded. This custom is in some respects a substitute for individual
hooding.
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors' gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated w ith the
different subjects are as follows:
Agriculture - Maize






Education - Light Blue
Engineering - Orange








Oratory (Speech) - Silver Gray
Pharmacy - Olive Green
Philosophy - Dark Blue
Physical Education - Sage Green
Public Administration - Peacock Blue
Public Health - Salmon Pink
Science - Golden Yellow
Social Work - Citron
Theology - Scarlet
Veterinary Science - Gray
Adapted from "An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide." American Universities and Colleges (Washington. D.C.: American
Council on Education. 1959)


